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Orchestra Needs SU COEDSLEARN Anthony Buhr Brought Home to Rest ASSU NOTICE Jackie Haw to
' Star in
Students With AIDS TO BEAUTY OF TONY BUHR
'Dear Ruth Production
Advisory Board Meeting
Buhr was the brave lads
Jackie Haw will make her Drama Guild debut as "Dear
Board meetThe
name.
Musical Ability
1948-49 Ruth," in the comedy of the same name to be presentednightfor the academic
go
It
in the Hall
Tony

may not

Flute tooters, drum beaters, horn
blowers, cat-wailers (violinists),
and one bull fiddler are urgently

needed to staff the Seattle University orchestra. Our musicminded maestro, Mr. Francis Armstrong, and Reverend Father Daniel J. Reidy, faculty head of the
music department, hope to present
the orchestra in at least one public
appearance this year,if the orchestra can obtain an adequate number
of instruments.

first Advisory

year

ing

down

of Fame.
Ipersonally never knew the lad
But can only say that Iwish Ihad.
Iwas talking with a friend the

was called to order by Chairman ly at the Guild's new "Little Theater" in Simmons Hall during
Jim Reilly September 13.
the seven days beginning November 11, as a feature of Seattle
It was moved and seconded that
University's Golden Jubilee celebration. Don Duvall, a freshthe minutes of the last meeting be

other day,
He said that "Tony seemedto have
a way
Of winning friends and setting a

bers of the Board to the following

man hailing from Seattle Prep, will play opposite Miss Haw
as Lieutenant Seawright.
Jimmadeappointments of mem-

suspended.

Three more new faces appearing
committees:
in the cast are Mary E. Brownlee
as Martha Seawright, the lieutenFinancial Board John Spellpace."
ant's sister; Ray Van Hollebreke,
man, Al Small, Jack Codd.
Too bad it's not true of the whole
playing
opposite her as Sergeant
Tom
Elections
Committee
human race.
Stapleton, Al Flynn.
Chuck Vincent; and Darlene LeHe gave his life that wars may
tourneau as the maid, Dora.
Bulletin Board Hal Wales,
cease.
Jim Monroe.
Supporting this new talent will
Brave soldier, Tony Buhr. May
Student Body Publicity Hal
be Frank Caldwell as Albert Kumhe rest in peace.
When not more than five violinWales.
nier, therole made famous by Billy
ists and a piano accompanist apSergeant -at Arms —To be
de Wolfe; Ellen Nickerson, as the
requiem mass was sung
Solemn
pear for the first meeting of the
brat sister, Miriam; the "State of
Saturday, September 18, at Saint elected.
season, it is hardly sufficient inthe Union" duo, Mary Kendrick
Leo's Church, Tacoma, for AnMembers of the student body
strumentation to orchestrate reEVA GANNELLA
and Louis Flynn, as Ruth's mother
thony Buhr. "Tony," who was publicity committeemust also subspectable music. It is therefore
and father; andJimRyan as Harold
killed December 3, 1944, at Leyte, mit a letter to each member of the
earnestly desired that any and all If you have difficulty in attractKlobbermeyer, completing the cast
Calvary Cem- Activities Board containing inforlaid
to
rest
in
1948-49
was
plans
Initial
for
the
ing
that
someone's
attencertain
students having some ability on a
of ten. Ryan and Caldwell had
point
sysin
in
etery,
regard
Tacoma.
mation
to
the
helpful Seattle University Aegis were
musical instrument come to the tion, perhaps it would be
necessary forms to be
born
atand
roles
this summer in "The Arrival
"Tony"
Tacoma,
was
in
tem
the
beauty
hints
many
rehearsal meeting next Monday to know the
made at the first staff meet- tended St. Leo's parochial school, filled out for all activities.
Kitty,"
opposite the vivacious
of
'Bellarmine High
evening, from 7:30 to 9:20 to con- given to the Colhecon Club last ing, last Thursday.
from
Miss
Nickerson.
graduated
a
Wales
moved
that
student
eveningby
Tuesday
Mrs. Gannella.
Hal
tribute their services and talent
)ear Ruth" is a clever and
School, and from Seattle College. coordinator of pep activitiesbe apOußarry's
Mrs.
is
the
production
Gannella
the
of
this
Interest in
to this worthy cause. True, our
JACKIE HAW
ate comedy concerned with
representative year's annual was obviously keen,
pointed. The motion was seconded.
Outstanding Student
humble musical gathering offers charm and beauty
we
the
complications that arise over
recommendedthat
DepartNelson's
It
was
then
at
Frederick
and
inatwilling
many
with
Freshmen
no hope for fame and fortune, but
While attending SeattleU. (then postpone the previous motion until
Miriam's correspondence with an
Store.
ment
tendance,
coupled
with
the
return
is
of
great
personal
there a
amount
Seattle College) "Tony" main- further consultation.
American lieutenant overseas.
of most of last year's staff.
satisfaction derived from just beMrs. Gannella stated that a
Miriam has, however, signed her
tained a high scholastic record. Al Small suggested that the stuto
ing a part of a concerted effort
beautician may contribute to the Editor Tom Sheehan pointed out Besides being interested in many
sister's name to the letters (sixty
in the gym be moved
make music.
finishing touches of one's hair, face to the potential workers that there activities, he was president of his dent section
of them) and sent Lieutenant
side to the north end
from
the
east
and hands, but the material with would be many woefulhours, tired sophomore and junior classes, and
of
meeting
first
Seawright Ruth's picture. He
Fall
appointed
Quarter's
of the building. Al was
which she works must be in a heads and hands, but that their president of the ASSC in 1943.
the Engineering Club will be held arrives at the Wilkins' household
to
see
about
it.
healthy condition. The college girl pride in the book's completion
Anthony Buhr receivedhis B.Sc.
Wednesday, October 13, at 7:30 in set for a wedding, on the very day
The question was brought up as
is blessed with a young skin, but wouldbe sufficient reward.
in 1943. "Tony" wasa member of
Buhr
Hall. An invitation has been the surprised Ruth announces her
publicity
is
limitations
(1, 2, 3, 4); I.K. (1, to what appointed Tom Staple- extended to freshmen and newly engagement to an executive of
unless she carries through daily
GavelClub
the
repsubject. Jim
With the editorialstaff well
cleansing, wellbalancedmeals, ex(3), and National
the bank in which she works. The
various sections of 2); I.X .Duke
get this information from enrolled engineering students.
resentative
of
youthful
a member of the ton to
Also
Viceroy
(4).
unraveling
of this tangle provides
On Sept. 30, the initial meeting ercise and relaxation,this
the state, the intentions of the ediFather Nichols.
The agenda will consist of elec- two acts fullof hilarioussituations.
of the Mendel Club for the current beauty may quickly becomea mass tors to present a unique and inter- Sodality (1, 2, 4), Counselor (3),
O'Leary's
to
Ray
In answer
of officers for the coming year
scholastic year was held, with John of blemishes and wrinkles. Natu- esting yearbook should be easily Hiyu Coolees (3), Advisory Board question, Jim announced that any tion
Chairmen of the various proand
a
talk on the function, purpose, duction committees include Jim
ralness
is
shouldn't
gift
(2,
3,
4),
a
coeds
Board
(2),
Activities
Moran presiding. The purpose of
Activity
the
Board
fulfilled.
two members of
and organization of the club.
Alpha Sigma Nu (3, 4); Who's
Ryan, publicity; Agnes Remmes,
this meeting was to acquaint the lose, especially by their choice of
may call a Board meeting.
Working with Editor Tom Sheea
Colleges,
These
are
a
few
of
the
and
makeups.
year's
tickets; and Lola Hoelsken, propWho in American
new freshman science students
a
In
absence
of
last
that
the
suggested
O'Leary
Ray
will be contributor to the Spectator.
han
associate
editors
helpful
very
hints
which
Mrs.
as
procedure
president,
Company manager is Lois
purpose
and
of
erties.
with the
day become part of Freshman president and vice
"Tony's" memory here at the field
Gannella presented to the club Mike Schmitt (Ed. Port Angeles,
apAnderson.
Beytebiere
the meetings.
has
been
George
contests
Week. Various games and
members. Shirly Hunter was the '47) and Virginia Connolly (Ed. University is carried on, not only
Sppho- pointed to act i^s chairman for the
The principal activities at the lucky coed on whomMrs. Gannella Shelton, '48). Copy editor this year in the hearts <ii 'thosa wko knew- betweW the Freshmap and
determine if meeting.
would
more^classes
Brieker;
will
be
nominaadvertismeeting
next
the
demonstrated techniques of cos- will be Charles
him but also in Buhr Hall, which
the Ptosh would have to weartheir
tion and election of new officers, metic applications.
ing manager, Bob Makula, both was dedicatedin his memory.
Refreshments will be served
green
beanies longer than the pre- after the meeting.
of
anplans
year's
and discussion
for the
with experience on last
viously stated time.
It seems that Mrs. Gannella has Aegis. Editing the sports departnual banquet, and initiation. Apstepped
more
than
one
talent.
She
Hal Wales moved that as long as
Galbraith,
necessary
chairmen
former
pointments of
ment is Bill
Freshman Week was almost over
and committees for these activities from her role as a lecturer to that Bellarmine sports editor. George
The operatic aspirants of Seattle
as
a
Prominent
the idea be postponed until the
Hendry
of
an
entertainer.
University will make their first
will be taken care of.
will
Anderson andHoward
following year. The motion was
Northwest singer of ballads and co-manage the finances as business
appearance of the year in "NaughAll science students interested semi-classical songs, she enter- managers.
seconded
and passed.
ty Marietta," famed Victor Herbert
Owen J. McCusFather
in the Mendel Club should watch tained her audience with "Ama- ker, S.J., will continue to moderate The teacher placement division Various ideas regarding entermusical, on the nights of December
the bulletin board for announce- pola," "Ramona," "Make Believe,"
of the appointments office an- tainment for student body meet8 and 9 at the Moore Theater.
book.
the
ment of forthcoming meetings.
and '"l'll See You Again."
nounces the following placements ings were discussed.
Curtain time is 8:30 p.m. The cast
will
appointment
Other editorial
The meeting was adjourned.
for the academic year 1948-49:
large group
Plans for the annual Sadie Haw- was chosen from a
be made in the near future.
Respectively submitted,
at the
English,
parts
Clemens,
L.
Darfor
Mary
who
auditioned
forget
Don't
"BINGO"
Day Tolo are already under
As an innovation,individual pic- rington, Washington.
KATHLEEN CONROY, kins
They are:
beginning
quarter.
of
the
Silver
Tolo,
the
the
way.
Night onOct.19. There will tures
Besides
Secretary.
of underclassmen will be
Bill Kirby
Cruickshank, Social
Scroll sponsors the annual Sadie Captain Diok
be Bingo, prizes and re- printed. In order to insure success PaulineCurlew, Washington.
present:
Members
LieutenantGovernor
Lou Flynn
is
traditional
Science,
Day,
Hawkins
which
freshments will be served. of this policy, the hearty support of Arthur E. Doran, Science, AssistJimReilly
Marily
Etienne
Jack
Grandet
on the campus of Seattle UniverRay O'Leary
every student is necessary. The
Blake
Frank
Sullivan
Harry
Sir
Washington.
Hover,
The Scot Club held their initial
Coach,
ant
sity.
staff requests that this support Margaret Ellis, Social Science,
John Spellman
Tom Morris
Rudolfo
council meeting Wednesday eveM.
following the picture
Stapelton
in
come
Tom
Every Fall and Spring, the Sil- Silas Slick
KevinPackard
Washington.
ning, October 6. Chuck Shuler, the
Bend,
schedule, keeping appointments South
Al Flynn
ver Scroll, an honorary group of Florenze
Maurice Sheridan
president of the Scots, introduced
William Hurney, Social Science,
promptly returning proofs.
Small
women, selects as Marietta
and
Al
upperclass
June Preston
presented
and
the new council
then
Assistant Coach, Winthrop, Wash.
Hal Wales
pledges those students who have Lizette
GloriaTorlie
Voicing the spirit of the school's
the new moderator, Fr. Donovan,
teachJasper,
P.
Science
Richard
JimMonroe
been successful in leadership and Adah
Mary Lou Prasch
Golden Jubilee year, the editors of er,
S.J. Father Donovan seemed very
has
been
Assistant Coach, Meridian,
Charles
J.
Schuler
of
John
Powers
cooperation
scholarship. The informal initia- Franchon
with
the
Aegis,
Margie Carlisle
the
pleased with the Scots organization
Washington.
of
Perri
Fall Manette
elected
the
new
Chancellor
Frank
for
body
pledge
student
will
tion
and
dinner
the
staff
and
the
Beatrice
Ortmor
informal,
and the
but nevertheless
Dwight E. Kramer, Spanish
Jack Codd
pledges is usually held in Novem- Felice
Kathleen O'Hogan
parliamentary, way that the meet- the Exchequer. Schuler will endeavor to make Seattle Univer- teacher, Hoquiam, Washington.
Kathleen Conroy
ber.
JimRyan
Town Crier
ing was conducted.
replace Donal Sullivan, who sity's first annual a memorable
Social
McChesney,
Harold
R.
however, a shortone.
is
still,
There
resigned
because of withdrawThis year marks the Silver
Wednesday evening, October 13,
Science, Twisp, Washington.
age of male singers and those inScroll's
tenth year on the campus.
the new council will elect their al from school. He will take
Social
J.
Moffat.
William
terested in this work should attend
Dott,
The officers include: Katie
officers for the coming year from office immediately.
Science, Monroe, Washington.
the meeting held every Tuesday
presiSmall,
Pattie
vice
president;
representatives of the various
Virginia Oass, Social Science,
Thursday evenings at 8:00
and
Murphy,
secretarydent; and Lois
The Wigwam chapter of the InBremerton, Washington.
halls. Meetings of the Scots Club
p.m., in Simmons Hall. It is furWerby
is
making
are
treasurer.
Doctor
Helen
Knights
are held every other Wednesday tercollegiate
Jim Oechsner, Social Science, The following dates are subject
ther mentionedthat anyone wishthe worthy advisor.
and all members are welcome to plans for the acceptance of new
Washington.
Chehalis,
changes will
to act as sponsor should notify
ing
such
change,
has
to
and
It
Delta
is
a
naEpsilon
Alpha
members into their order.
attend.
Henry Oechsner, Social Science,
Preston.
weekly
on
the
June
usually be found
been announced that letters of ap- tional pre-med honorary society.
Washington.
in the main lobby of the
Already plans are under way for plication will be called for by the The requirements for becoming a Chehalis,
calendar
Daniel P. Riley, Social Science,
Building.
the Scots Club Easter formal.
first of November. Information member are rather stiff: a high Boys' Advisor, Port Townsend, LiberalArts
October
13 Mass of
faculty
Wednesday,
apaverage,
and a
grade point
concerning the procedure for
Washington.
Holy Ghost, St. James' Cathe
plication will be posted at a later recommendation. The purpose is
Sara R. Roberts, Social Science,
thedral, 11:00 a.m.
to direct members along the right Curlew, Washington.
date.
Engineers' Club meeting.
path to medical school.
Eda Marie Schreier, Sociology, Thursday, October 14 — Sociology
The I.X.'s sponsored the Com201 BROADWAY NO.
As you may have heard, it is jSeattle (House of Good Shepherd).
Clare Booth Luce will be a
the
able
munity Chest drive under
Club Meeting. —
evening the Gavel Club featured speaker during SeatmedLast
to
a
difficult
task
enter
Sciquite
Schweitzer,
Social
Wi-d.-Tliurx.-Frl.
Oct. UI-1-I-I5
Edward
15 Sodality Mixleadership of Chairman Joe Murharder ence, assistant coach, Monroe, Friday, October
commenced its program of ac- tle University's GoldenJubilee
express their ical school and an even Epsilon
wish
to
phy.
They
"PITTSBURGH"
er.
Alpha
—
to
stay
one
in.
The
Washington.
Wayne
John
Marlene Dietrich
appreciation to the students for
Sunday, October 17 Hiyu Coolee tivities for Fall Quarter. Gerri celebration on November 16.
that ninety per
Science,
Delta
can
boast
Showalter,
Social
June
response
the
to
their enthusiastic
Lee Testu, Gavel president, She is an outstanding figure
"GREEN HELL"
Hike.
—
cent of its members are accepted Kapowsin, Washington.
Doufflas Fairbanks, Jr.
Home
program.
19
EcoTuesday,
presented an outline of the in public life and a convert to
October
Juan Bennett
in institutions of higher learning.
Every candidate processed
Meeting.
nomics
Club
schedule which includes de- the Catholic Faith. Mrs. Luce
This organization has many At the society meetings there are through the appointments office
Sal.-Mil.-Moil.-Tu. (><"(. MI-17-IN-1H
Meeting.
Commerce
Club
year.
on
the
forthcoming
ranges
demonstrationsand lectures
bate and extemporaneous is flying here after her speech
plans for the
was placed and the salary
(Color)
"RIVER LADY
Wednesday, October 20— AWSSU
in
medicineand
purper
the
used
agenda
$3,400
on
is
the
new
methods
to
$2,900
speaking by members of the of November 15, at the UniYvonneDe Carlo
Rod Cameron Foremost
were from
Style Show and Banquet, New
proper approach to the annum.
where
trophy
chase
a
case.
Just
on
the
of
"THE BRIDE -GOES WILD"
Washington Hotel.
club.
versity of California.
Van Johnson Juiw Allyson
this trophy case is to be placed problems which arise upon enterMeeting.
Club
the
sponsor
Mendel
Club
will
The
Gavel
Solemn High Mass at St. James'
ing medical school.
has not yet been decided.
\\ .-.1. Tl.ui-n.-KH.
Oft.20-21-22
Tuesday, October 26— Gavel Club International Relations Club and Cathedral and a banquet in the
Another program which they
Medical Week
meeting.
"MARK OF
the annual high school debate Olympic Hotel will be highlights
- ZORRO"
have under way is one of expanTj rone POW<( Linda Darnell
tournament.
of the celebration. AccommodaDec.
3 there
From Nov. 29 to
sion work. This program is to be
Also
for the banquet are being
tions
a
Medical
Week
at
AEGIS
PICTURES!
with
the
will
be
held
of
cooperation
continued in
"CoeducaPanel discussion
Mohawk"
"Drums Along
the
for 585 guests.
made
- Claudette Colbert National Association of the Inter- the university. All of the various
All students interested in in- tion in American High Schools"
Henry Panda
students and officers of
Former
uniorganizations
medical
at
the
university
collegiate Knights. This
dividual pictures in the Aegis was led by John Spellman and Bob the school willbe seen on the camSul-Su.-lluii.-Tu. Oct. 23-24-28-20
will be assigned another college versity will participate in the
must fill out Aegis cards. Cards Larson.
pus for the celebration.Rev. FranMAMA"
"I REMEMBER
university which will fall into demonstrations and lectures which Elections will be held today for may be obtained from the Main
or
welcome,
Ir«ne Dunn I'hlllpDoin
cis E. Corkery, S.J., and Rev. Haralways
"Observers
are
Advisory
our sphereof influence. It willthen will fill the week. There will be the selection of Senior
Office or from the Aegis Office,
Also
1
urged old O. Small, S.J., former presiespecially
are
are
and
Freshmen
night.
every
members.
Candidates
displays
pageants
and
Board
be the duty of our chapter to interor at the time you have your
"Blondie's Anniversary"
to join the Gavel Club," stated dents of S.U., will be among the
est that particular school in joining On Friday there will be a mixer Paul Squler, Henry Carey and Lois picture appointment.
PinnySlnffUton Arthur Lake
many arrivals.
Gerri
Testu.
university.
Murphy.
for the entire
the organization.

—

—

—

—

-

New Aegis Staff
Well Under Way

Ky,

Engineers Meet
Tonight,Buhr Hall

Mendelians Choose

New Officers Soon

Opera GuildNames

Cast for New Show

17 S.U. Graduates
Placed as Teachers

Silver Scroll
Plans Annual
S. Hawkins Day

SCOTS COUNCIL
ELECTED OCT. 12

Schuler Elected
To IK Office

YOUR WEEKLY
CALENDAR

AED Medical Week
Scheduled in Nov.

—

Broadway Theater

Senior Advisory
Board Members to
Be Elected Today

-

Gavel Club Plans

Variety Schedule Clare Booth Luce
For All Debaters Here for Jubilee
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Whose Paper Is It?
The Spectator is your paper. It represents your voice en
masse.It is not the Senior Class speaking alone as one group,
nor is it the Juniors, Sophomores or Freshmen. Rather it is
the ASSU official organ.
It may seem at times that we of the staff have "missed
the boat" in, presenting your opinions. We cannot claim perfection.
We welcome your criticism and suggestions. Often in
working so close with the actual printing, it is easy to lose
contact with the proper goal. Nothing is required to go to
the Cave and start a complaint session among your friends.
Why not collect all that talent and put it to good usage in
print so everyone may benefit from your sagacity?
The cooperation and interest from the faculty has always
been gratifying. There is nothing so pleasant as to have one
of the teachers stop us in the hall and compliment us upon
an article. Neither can we honestly say that a corrective
criticism is unpleasing. The essential factor present is that
they are interested.
The Spectator and its staff pledge to every student, every
class and every club its wholehearted cooperation in publicizing the meetings and activities undertaken during the school
year. Do we hear your reply ?

which she wears with a gray skirt
and a taupe sweater.
Plaid is again highlighted in the
fall fashion parade. It has devi-

ated from the usual combinations
of colors of former years. An
example
of the different hues
Spectator seen to be most
woven into a luscious plaid is Despopular paper printed by
lye Layman's skirt of black, white
the ASSU. "Everyone
and burnt orange. Jeanne KumSpectator,"
reads The
hera makes an effective use of the
many students replied
red plaid in her jumper, worn
when asked if they were
with a white blouse.
interested in the official
Skirts may be enhanced by the
publication of SeattleUniaccessories worn with them. Marversity.
garet Spane's turquoise weskit
adds a great deal of charm to a
black skirt. The correct contrast
of sweater and skirt also serves
this purpose.
Gerry Hansen's russet cashmere
and soft beige skirt form a beautiful creationof subtle smoothness.
popular.
Other .eye-catching garments
Fall has encouraged a tremen- were a beige corduroy middy with
dous interest in leopard trim. One three quarter length sleeves, a
of the loveliest examples is Anna forest green coat with a cape effect,
Lou Klingele's green suit, trimmed and a colorful plaid skirt with
with this fashionable fur. Leopard matching stole.
collar, buttons and pocket trimmed This very brief survey illustrates
When Iwas little, Dad wouldmake
By TERRY McKEE
with green wool make a very un- that the coeds can follow the dicHeaps of color with a rake,
And send red fire curling high
"Mickey", an Eagle-Lion pro- usual and interesting outfit.
tates of fashion and apply them
Against a chilly autumn sky.
duction starring the young soprano, A most attractive accessory is with discretion to their individual
Lois Butler, in a role fullof humor Helen Breskovich's leopard belt, wardrobes.
I
leaves
come
and pathos. Skippy Homier plays
Now
when
watchthe
glibly
Fifty years of speaking
down
the young romantic lead and Bill
wayby
went
the
of "old ole SC"
and
portrays Mickey's father.
in;
On
roofs
sidewalks
here
Goodwin
side this spring and all of us found
story is good, with laughs and
town,
The
people
telling
inquisitive
ourselves
And see them muddledby the feet a few songs added.
WANTED: A season ticket rewe attended "Seattle Col —uh
*
*
*
down
the
for the capture of Earl Jopeople
hurrying
Of
ward
which,
University", a new name
street,
seph Spangler (alias "Crazy Legs,"
Misbehaves",
"riskey"
however significant of tremendous
a
"Julia
Horse") for stealprogress, has caused bothersome Ifeel an acrid autumn yearning unconventional comedy withGreer alias "Laughing
available, photoFor leaves we haven't time for
ing rebounds and murdering op- No picture
and
Walter
ripples and repercussions. For exmisbehaving
Garson
plane has been
reconnaisance
systems.
burning.
ample:
Pigeon tagging along. Peter Law- posing defensive
grounded,
McSharry
—Agnes
Height,
approxDESCRIPTION:
The bookstore was forced into a
ford and Elizabeth Taylor promote
66"; weight, 120 pounds;
the love interest for the interested imately
drastic clearance of belt buckles,
has
gnarled
chestnut hair; impresanimals,
covers,
stuffed
pillow
generation.
* * *
sive nose; folded ears.
pencils, stationery, decals and such
Spangler was last seenon Seattle University campus, near Membranded with the archiac "SC" at
"Three Musketeers", a modern
Especiorial Gymnasium. This man is multi-armed and desperate.
a "fraction" of their original prices.
the classic by Alexander ally dangerous on his home floor. If you have seen this man, report
version
of
(A friend of mine picked up a perDumas. MGM has five Hollywood
2 inch by 1 column
your information to The Spectator office, Seattle University.
fectly good Seattle College pennant
favorites heading the cast Gene
SpecThe
space
off!)
in
for almost 10%
Kelly, Lana Turner, Van Heflin,

Picture of the Week

S.U. coeds are emphasizing the
casual theme in their clothes. A
stroll through the hall spotlights
any number of attractiveand practical costumes.
Suits play a major part in the
college girl's wardrobe. Patsy
Schwaegler's April green suit exemplifies the favorite of most
coeds. The straight skirt and box
jacket can be worn interchangeably with other garments. Burgundy is a favored color. Virginia
Zweigart's wine suit makes an
ideal ensemble for afternoon wear.
The flared skirt and fitted jacket
unite in a style which is proving

-

-

SEATTLEU, TOO, Urban Autumn "COMING SOON"
CAN BECOME A
UNIVERSITY

WANTED

—

FOR SALE

—

Antiquated stationery, bulletins,
and forms werescrapped while the
treasurer's office groaned and issued requisitions to gleeful print-

Letters to the Editor .

tator. Reasonable
rates.

..

June Allyson, Angela Langsbury
and (good, as always) Frank Morgan. The cast, the story andTurner
position as guide. He may need an
Madam Editor:
in color make it worth seeing.
assistant, so we refer you to Tom
* * *
notice
of
the
you
Have
taken
cam- Pittenger, a very capable man.
But hit hardest of all is the
have
on
the
boys
type
of
we
NOTE: Married students and all
THE EDITOR.
Club, the Seattle College
year? Some are tall and
*
lovers, bring the kids to pus this
In a nation which publicly announces "In God We Trust," SCOTS
animal
♥ *
they are
some
are
short.
What
Out-of-Towners. It is faced with
in
Home".For
the
By
DON
PECK
"Hills
of
Lassie
it is difficult to understand the attitude of those who are a real dilemma.Should it call itDear Editor:
short of I'm not sure.
benefit of non-beasts Janet Leigh,
I was thinking of a plan for a
attempting to drive God from the classroom.
self the SUOTS, or just drop the
One of their short points must be
Opening the Cecelia Schultz Tom Drake and Academy Award
known
with the Spectator but before
stag
job
as the greater artists series, Leonard
courage from the looks of the
Acting on the thinness of mere technicalities, anti-Cath- pesky letter and be
Winner Edmund Gwenn portray
either way,the Warren, Metropolitan Opera bariat the Freshman Mixer. What Iactually do so, Iwould like to
SOTS?
Pronounced
line
humans.
olics are beginning their drive to outrule schools from teach- initials suggest a zealous groutfof
* * *
wereyou talking about, boys, "pol- know how much you would pay
tone, presented a well-performed
ing religion. The religious habits, traditionally associated Initiative 171 promoters.
a talented young man like myself.
the
Moore
Theatre
Ocitics"?
programat
International will
Universal
recently
fire
Middlewestern
state.
nuns,
with
were under
in a
When some of my friends ar- Please answer this letter in the
Yet let 'em take heart from the tober 3. His huge and appealing soon release Ava Gardner in "One
deprived
be
of
their
its
College
Determined that children were not to
voice is at
best in arias and Touch of Venus" with Robert rived home that evening, they had next issue of the Spectator.
aplomb with whichPacific
—ANONYMOUS.
religious instructions, the nuns bravely donned civilian garb. faced the catastrophe of becoming songs of a more heavy nature since Walker knowing full wellthat it is to drag out several of Dr. Scholl's
Anonymous:
account
Dear
Why,
girls?
his
On
just
plain
coupled
with
remedies.
University, or
his wide vibrato,
a myth about the DeMilo beauty
InNew Mexico an anti-Catholic group called "Protestants Pacific
There is no monetary recom"PU." The journalism hononary naturally large voice is overbear- having no arms. "This ain't for the of standing or dancing too much?
pense for working on the paper.
and Other Americans United for Separation of Church and shrugged its collective shoulders ing on lighter selections. Mr. WarJOYCIE.
Instead, you will derive great en* « ♥
State" are endeavoring to remove parochial schools from the and straightaway christened a ren's breathcontrol is superb. Sus- Frosh".
Dear Joycie:
school system and abolish religious instructions from the pub- monthly humor magazine the "PU taining high tones softly is a diffi- "Every Girl Should Be Mar- As you may well have learned, joyment from serving the Student
Stinker".
cult task but appeared to offer no ried" is a debatable question, but this apparent shyness on the part Body.
lic school curricula.
Now allPacific's Badger Chapter obstacle to the singer. The clear Cary
not limited to SEAT* —THE
* * EDITOR.
Grant has some good points of the boys is
Many states refuse to admit the right of parochial school of the I.K.s needs to do is substi- pure tones in his French group
Of
for the affirmative. Anyway, it's TLE UNIVERSITY alone.
pupils to ride the public school buses.
tute for "Badger" the name of an- were especially admirable.
course, I'm not one to avoid the Dear Editor:
coming soon.
*
I don't have any problems. I
program
*
little
with
though
opened
Warren
his
♥
issue but being a girl myself I'm
It has been estimated that if all the nuns teaching in other well-known forest,
get
good grades, my social life is
of
and we the familiar largo from "Xerxes" Ed's Note: This column will be a confronted by the same problem.
parochial schools ceased teaching, there would be 500,000 loved denizen the
fine,
and I am perfectly satisfied
by
Crudele"
Handel,
sugges"Sebben
by
don't mean Shmoo!
regular feature of The Spectator in The Spectator is open for
students released to public schools. 54,000 young women
everything. However, just to
with
in
a
method
Caldera, and "O Ruddier Than the
tions
and
will
seek
the future, giving personal comwould seek admittance into other colleges and universities.
Cherry" by Handel. The afore- ments of the reporter "ala Life". which your problem and mine will top matters off, Ishould like to see
my name in print. Please spell it
mentionedFrench group was sec- Any suggestions or criticisms soon be at an end.
The United States has always been proud of its religious
correctly.
ond and consisted of "Les Ber- should besubmitted to the Feature
Your partner in sorrow,
freedom allowed to all denominations. Ithas seen the wisdom
Happily yours,
ceaux" by Foure, Ravel's "Chanson Editor (line forms to the right),
EDITOR.
THE
of education during the child's character formation periods.
Rithum.
*
*
Ronald
*
"Madrigal"
by
D'lndy,
a Boire",
who in turn will pass them on to
Dear Ronald:
Is this wisdom to be sacrificed to those opposed to the spreadglorious "Agnus Dei" of
and
the
you, our readers.
Dear Editor:
Fr. Small, president of the ColI'm sorry, but it is against the
The pre-intertnission aria
ing of Christian ideals?
Please help me! As a prospective policy of the Spectator to cater to
lege, welcomes largest Freshman Bizet.
by
Tv"
Verdi.
From a materialistic standpoint, this group of anti- Class in the school's fifty-four was "Eri
applicant for Science Bldg. eleva- such requests.
Two other arias were on the proreligious have overlooked the overflow that would result in year history. * *
tor operator Iam perplexed. Con—THE
gram: "Avant Le Quitter" from
* * EDITOR.
sulting
f
various collegians at the
♥
the public schools. Taxes would be greater if more teachers
"Largo al
Rossini's
"Faust"
and
Chieftain I was offered friendly Letter from the Staff
"Rain or no rain, the school spirit Factatum" which was heavily apand more schools had to be secured.
is experiencing an all-time high." plauded.
advice and amused glances. They To Jim Ryan:
* * *
From a spiritual standpoint, thenation would be deprived
directed me to the Cave. There in Please accept the sincere thanks
Of the four English encores
an amiable, friend-in-need atmos- of the The Spectator staff for your
of future citizens bent on promoting that trust we treasure HEY
GET YOUR which
Warren sang, the audience
phere, I was informed that a for- contribution towards making the
so deeply.
BOYS!
HONEY
tender
renup
his
literally soaked
A professor who Is definitely not mer operator of the "lift" could be
FOR THE BARN DANCE dition of "Danny Boy", clinging to absent mindedis Mr. John Mykut. found. Possessed with boundless working hours morepleasant.Your
name shall go down in the Hall of
every word and phrase. "None But Mr. Mykut meets his Business Law
zeal; with my seams on straight Fame for your generosity and
the Lonely Heart", "Mister Jim" class at 11:10 daily. Last Thursand my face on right Ijourneyed thoughtfulness. In return, if there
and the "Toreador Song" ended a day morning, however, at 10:30, he
to the hallowed sanctum of the is anything we can do for you and
grand evening of entertainment.
found himself in Bremerton with veterans (single that is). Joe, MOS yours (or
if you ever want a cup
Accompanying Mr. Warren was
WE LIKE bright smiles before
an hour to negotiate the Sound 405, EO First Class, detailedme to
coffee) please be certain to
A CHALLENGE— NO SMUT Notre Dame 1500 men receive Holy the 8:00 class; the eagerness of the Ralph Linsley. May Isuggest that half
of
hot
crossing by ferry and bus, custo- Monsieur Prenovost.Here, thought
Communion every day.
let us know.
The Facts:
Class to accept SU stan- the baritone search the want ads marily consuming a good hour.
Freshman
I, was the man to aid me. Smiling
Second: Improve your mind by
Linsley
accompanist.
new
Mr.
dards; the enthusiastic spirit of the for a
Mr. Mykut thought of his stu- wanly he directed me to a nearby
* THE* STAFF.
Four hundred magazines are good reading. Get your
in
mind
several
obvious
only
not
made
expecting
their windowand pointing said: "There
now published in the United States touch with the best authors. You ASSU officers.
dents anxiously
WE HOPE to see more students errors, but lagged behind the solo- daily class to meet at 11:10. He is the lift." Ilooked but saw empty
which violate every sensible code will
purity.
treasure
at the next student body meeting; ist throughout the program. Such
disappoint them.He char- space. Tell me, Dear Editor, where
of moral decency.
Third: Stop at the corner news- for a gay evening at the Barn an artist as Mr. Warren deserves couldn't special plane,
landed on is the Science Bldg. elevator!
copies
Fifteen million
of this stand where dirty magazines are
tered a
erotic filth leave the presses every displayed. Tell the manager point Dance; you are looking forward to better treatment.
Lake Union, took a waiting cab
Yours lovingly,
*
*
a busy year at SU, academically
month and are presumably read by blank: "I
at S.U. well before the
and
arrived
BETTY
C.
you
like
but Idon't like and socially.
which
Forthcoming concerts
60,000,000 people.
bell ushered in the 11:10 classes. Dear Betty C:
1006 Madison
your magazines. If you want my
WE SALUTE The Sodality for should be of interest to the music"Foremost among the factors business and my friends' business,
There must be a moral to this It is with deep regret that we
their splendid and outstanding ally alive are Egon Petri, famous story, but we're afraid to look
contributing to the deplorable ininform you that the position has See Our Quality Casual
take those dirty ones off your work in promoting Catholic action Dutch pianist, October 15; Nelson
crease of youthful criminals is the stand."
for it.
already been filled. A secondOctober
baritone,
American
Eddy,
among
SU students; those students
reading of indecent literature now
quarter Freshman, wise in the
Make and Keep One
who are willing to work without 16, and the Don Cossack chorus,
being circulated, without restricways of college life, accepted the
at
Advertisers
11.
All
are
the
Moore.
Patronize
Our
November
praise.
tion, throughout
country."

'In God We Trust;'
Does This Exclude the Classroom?

Music Review

-

In the Spec Two
Years Ago

Mr. Mykut Not

Absent-Minded,
But Air-Minded

Socialists Corner

Off the Record

...

"

"

Terry Avenue
GOWN SHOP

-

Plaids Plain

Resolution

the

More than 100 of these printed
Fourth: "I will never buy, bormagazines are banned in Canada row
or lend a bad magazine or

and Australia.

Where Do ICome In?
Join the fight to the finish

book".
Iunderstand by indecent magazines
(a) those which glorify crime
and the criminal;
(b) those whose contents are

—

against every filthy magazine that
sells smut that is being launched
from coast to coast. It's your fight
and your fighting is vital. Here's largely "sexy";
(c) those whose illustrationsand
the program:
First: BEGIN WITH YOUR- pictures border on the indecent;
(d) those whichmake a habit of
SELF. Respect and love the good
things of life.Make Religion a part carrying articles on illicit love;
(c) those which carry disreputof you.If you are a Catholic assist
at Mass as often as you can. At able advertising.

IMBLJ 1 ft 1 <^olv 1 1 ft v^l tSLiSiii^KM
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CAGERS HOLD INITIAL WORKOUTS
Touch Football
Teams Tussle at
Broadway Field
By

Note to All Students

Fierce activity was stirring early Monday afternoon, as
the S.U. Warriors opened their long training season. Basic
set plays worked around the 5-man weave opened the twohour practice session after preliminary rounds of shooting
by the 29-man squad.

The sports staff of The Spectator would not only appreciate,
but invites criticism, especially
constructive criticism, of this page Coach Al Brightman gave each
man a chance to learn and defend
concerning layout and writing.
against the basic play of the weave
Address all comments to Tom and then culminated the workout
Weiler, Sports Editor, in the Spec- with a full floor scrimmage. One
squad kept the ball moving with
tator office.

JACK PAIN

Special to The Spectator

Answering the call to the
moleskins, approximately sixty University football aspirants appeared at Broadway
Playfleld Monday for the yearly intramural turnout under
the direction of Ray O'Leary
and his assistants, Floyd Reed
and Joe Faccone.
"To develop a fair sense of
sportsmanship in competitive
sports and a general conditioning
of the body is the main purpose
of the intramural program," Ray
said.
The turnout has been divided
into seven teams with six, seven

O'Leary

(12:30—

"99ers" vs. Rangers
:4s—
Shmoos
vs. Odd
I
Balls

The eight weeks of football competition will end December 11,

the basketballsport will take
er. "To those who finish the
arter, one Physical Education
jdit will be awarded," O'Leary

lien

ers, after that one.
Of course, early turnouts mark

—

no one as a standout each man
on the floor is firstintent on learning the new mentor's type of play.
If one wishes, at this early date,
to prophesy the locals' chances in
the future, here is the recipe:
(1) First, take a nucleus of eight
returning lettermen: Earl Spangler (c), Dave Blakely (f), Harold
Rose (f), Jerome Harming (f), Bob

By HELEN KLEPICH

STIFF TRAINING Reunion Time for the Hiyu
POLICY SET FOR Coolees at Lake Melakwa
SU SKI-TEAMERS

Approximately two-thirds of the
eighty hikers who attended the
Hiyu Coolee hike on October third
to Lake Melakwa were freshmen
and newcomers. The ever-increasing popularity of the Hiyu Coolees
was demonstrated by the overwhelming attendance.

With the first meeting of the
the Seattle University ski
team again looks to the nearby
mountains, anxious for competition
to begin. A pre-season survey
shows that the loss of three seaHiyu Coolee "hymns"
soned veterans Scott Smith, Ken Traditional
and
"welcomes"
were begun while
may
not be
Hedequist (g), Jim Hermsen (g), Anderson, Paul Piper
traveling along in John Roller's
squad's
Norm
Wilto
the
Speidel
(g),
and
Elmer
too detrimental
lis (g).
chances of filling up the local
(2) Add DeanPeterson (n), An- trophy case.
tone Mladineo (f), Al Kidd (f),
Coach Sandy Sabbatini is planand Jim Whittaker (f), of last ning a visual training program.
year's junior varsity, and stir Motion pictures will be taken by
lightly.
the team's official photographer,
(3) Next mix in Dick Coover,
"Luxury Van" and Tom StapleJohn Sollars, and John Horton
Those Interestedin this year's ton's "Red Flash."
(three transfers of fame), and
.stiuad will be able to sign up
sprinkle with 17 unknowns fighting
Jim Schultz directed the hikers
tomorrow. New students also
for a varsity berth. Top off with are urged to contact Jack Koe- from the port of embarkation. Of
attended, seventya new coach and style of play.
nig in the gym between 12:00 the eighty who
put
it
prophecy
rippling
your
There is
water of Lake
noon and 4:00 p.m. tomorrow. six saw the
in a box, tie it with a ribbon, and
Melakwa. As Joe Betz gazed at
throw it in the deep, blue sea.
Jack Redenbaugh, with the films this clear blue spectacle he calmly
being
mentioned
above
studied by the team to pick remarked, "Ah! To dismiss all
not
Turnouts
are as follows: Gordon Heightfall, out flaws in form and technique. thoughts of education and return
Bob Mclver, Don Williams, Guido Included in the coach's plans for to the great outdoors." Upon the
Varianna, William McNeil, Mike an even better season than last completion of their journey, a
McEvoy, Jack Sweeney, Dean Jon- year is a stiff training program. count revealed that four had
icke, Ken Chase, Irving Tobin,
The schedule will include a no strayed from the group. Varied
comments were heard as the memRobert Masche, Donald Savera, drinking, no smoking policy.
Hilfred Powell, Tom Flynn, and With competition looming up in bers tried to solve the mystery of
hours
Chris Knudson.
the next month, "Sandy" is hoping their disappearance. Three
descended,
slowly
as
dusk
later
for some new interest in the jumpstrays returned. A few old
ing event to give the team all the the
Mike Schmitt, Mary
members,
needed all-around strength.
year

— —

—

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Thursday, October 14

or eight men on a squad. Some
of the teams represent club organizations, while the rest are individual squads.
The teams will be limited to
twelve men each, with the schedule of the games arranged in a
double round-robin. The winners
of the two round-robins will meet
in a playoff to decide the possession of the school championship

the weave, while the other worked
the three men out, two under the
basket offense. The boys didn't
have to be told to take to the show-

Eighty Hiyus Make
Melakwa Migration

"Little Chief"
" Drills
" Underway
"
*

SU BOWLERS
SCHEDULE Ski Club Elects
TURN-OUT Dempsey as Prexy

Freshmen Face Tough Schedule
As 29 perspiring varsity athletes soon as Mr. Brightman instills his thorn, Richard Lee, John Blewett,
out- Bill Cheshier, Joe Bordeaux, Bob
left the floor Monday afternoon, style of play, announced an
Fieser, Bill Homes, Boyce Clark,
schedule
ahead
maple
tough
the
line
of
the
took
to
41 eager frosh
Phillip Jeans, Lawfor their initial workout. Head for the greenies. Outside of the Ed Jorgenson,
the
rence
Frosh,
junior
college
fives,
Sundstrom,
former
U.W.
a
Brightman,
Coach Al
Joe Haley, Bob Lunde, X. C.
P. E. instructor for the Navy, im- and the freshman squads of the
surrounding
colleges,
30
small
Bill
through
put
VValdon,
them
Bill Coleman, Bernard
mediately
minutes of calesthenics, and then will leadhis gang into the North- Griffin, Jud Talmadge, Bill Anderpromised them two more weeks of westLeague. Alpine Dairy and the son, Connie Diaz, JohnM. Morgan,
the same. The undaunted frosh AAU Champion Elks form part of Gerry Nash and John Nash
(twins), Earl Erichson, Bruce Tary,
then began to gobble up Coach Al's the fast competition.
fundamentaldrills.
stirring
in Don Bird, BillKing-, Fred Cordova,
Bill caused a little
Following lay ins from every the bleachers where the boys were Bruce Ton, Clint Hattrup,Bob Till,
angle,passing in groups, and three- seated when he mentioned a final Homer Bishop,John Camerala, and
man trial offense-defense plays, cut a week from Friday, but got Stanley Brown.

-

The teams and their respective
ptalns areas follows: Vets' Hall,
"Papooses" settled down to a
Jim Jasper; Odd Balls, Rocky the
Moore; MeHugh Morticians, Mc- short scrimmage. The pl»y was
possibilMahon; Rangers, Ken Porteus; ragged in spots, but the
"99ers," Jim Erlckson; Shmoos, Al ities are certainly there.
Earlier, Bill Fenton, who will
Swegle; Sinn Feiners, O'Leary and
take over the coaching duties as
Reed; Corkers, Jim Berard.

Beasley says...
winning
the Oaks is mighty wellpleased with
OldMen".
In
"Nine
team
was
called
he pennant, the moreso as his
If
meeting the Rainiers they will not be playing a bunch of kids.
is
evident
surely
not
in
PCL
it
the
here is any "Youth Movement"
victory. Both teams are
n the two teams battling for the playoff
past— and
solid with players who have had their best days in the
majors— the
teams
in
the
many
Now
that
past.
some in the distant
Phils, Browns and Cubs especially, are seeking younger players, we
slope. It's a
may find evenmore old timers out here on the Pacific
playing days,
pretty fair climate for a veteran to end out his
especially if he can catch on with a California club. There is also
league which
the further advantage that the PCL is the sole minor salary
comwould
receive
a
vets
Many
of the
has no salary limit.
majors. This
parable to their check for warming a bench in the
a bit rough
situationis a rather pleasant one for the ball players but
young fellows on their
and
fire
of
speed
miss
fans
who
the
on the
Talking about baseball fans reminds me
way up the ladder.
one right here on the campus. Buth
outstanding
have
an
that we
the Rainier-Seal series
Johnson traveled to San Francisco to see
think
of missing a home
She
wouldn't
season.
which terminated the
game. Bill Tronca also keeps close tab on the Rainiers but to him
he
we give less credit, for from his home above the Vacca Gardens
There were quite a few
has a bird's-eye view of the game.
trail to Melakwa
frosh among the eighty hikers who climbed the
on the first Sunday of the school year. To the many who voiced the
suspicion that this hike was part of the initiation ceremony into the
Hiyus Imake haste to assure them that this a routine outing, with
Louis and Jim Whittaker, the Fauntleroy
no frills of any kind
twins, are highly regarded in this vicinity for their skills in mounupon to
taineering and first-aid work. They were recently called
Olympics. Louis was
in
the
an
accidentvictim
carry
out
locate and
in the group of rangers who came upon the body of the Bremerton
Clubs! That's what we
boy who had succumbed to his injuries
(College Home
Colhecon
need! Last year saw the beginning of the
Economics) and of the Scots, sponsored, I hear, by students from
beyond West Waterway. Already in the formative stage are the
Camera and Art Clubs. The Pep Club (though thatis not the official
name) willsoon send forth a call for members. It's purpose will be
abroad, enliven the
to support the basketball team at home and
pep to
intermission period and in general give a bit of color and
right
the
footoff
on
Bowling
League
got
games.
The
our
especially Father John Corrigan. As he's a righthander, the comboy
binationdidn't work out so well on his initialeffort. The pin
caught the ball on the second bounce. Jackie Haw, with a 19 game,
The school bus
is voted the bowler most likely to improve.
device
of removing
simple
the
By
come
into
its
own.
finally
has
in
which 45
luxury
liner
the seats it was converted into another
Hiyus enjoyed the supremely solid comfort on the initial hike of
the season.

no retort whenhe statedhe wanted
more than a month with the players he will have to work with all
year.

Those out to crack the Frosh
squad are: Lucius Mitchell, Bob
McNeil, Bobby Gravelle, Jack Harrington, Bill Highlin, Walter Haw-

CLIPPER SERVICE
Across the Street from School

QUALITY PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS

Casey Stengel of

f*

Joe College has just turkeyed

out, finishing with a perfect game.
Well, a fellow can dream, can't he?
Y«s, students, the bowling season
for the new Seattle University

Novak, Kathy
O'Hogan, Charles Kuranko, Jeannie Kumhera, Timothy 11, Tom
Tangney, Barrett Johnston (Hiyu
chief), and Bob Mansfield postponed recalling past outings and
expressed their anticipation for
future expeditions.
its
first
University
held
Seattle
See you then.
Ski Club meeting of the year Fri"ACHIN HEELS."
were
day, October 8. New officers
Kendrick, Dan

electedand are as follows: Presi-

League is under way.
dent, Bill Dempsey; vice-president,
Father Francis Logan, S.J., mod- Teresa AnnMeyers, and secretaryerator, expects eight teams to line treasurer, Myrna Beity.
up when regular league play starts

this afternoon. Student bowlers Plans were discussed for the anwill be on the ball, pardonthe pun,
as faculty members will be out to
give them v hard time.
Non-bowlers are invited to come
down to the alleys to be impartial
witnesses. If enough of them show
real spirit, it is our idea that the nual ski trip to Mt. Baker over the
moderator may be persuaded to Thanksgiving weekend. A vote of
league. thanks was given to Kevin Packconsider plans for
— another
Wednesday is ard, outgoing president, and VirDon't forget
Bowling Day: the time is 2:30 p.m., ginia Harvey, former secretarythe place is the Seattle Recreation treasurer, who gave their time and
Bowling Center, corner of Sixth effort to help make the Ski Club a
success.
and Pine.

Patronize Our Advertisers

JOHN SUGA
The Popcorn Man

BROADWAY

BOWLING ALLEY
219 Broadway No.
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In di's est famous throat specialists examined S
the throats of hundreds of men and women I
from coast to coast who smoked Camels ex- !
clusively for 30 days— a total of 2470 thorough 1

M These throat specialists examined
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smokers
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not one single case of throat irritation
due to smoking Camels!
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PROVE IT YOURSELF in your "TZone"— 'l' for Taste, T for Throat. Make
the 30-day Camel mildness test with
ourmoney-back guarantee. (See below.)
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If. j< any time during these 30 days, you are not convinced
thac Camels are the mildest cigarette you have ever smoked,
return the package with the unused Camels and we will refund
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Zoo for
our fu Purchase Pricc'Pu s P°«»«e- Thi ffer
90 days from this date.
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THE SPECTATOR

Wednesday, October 13, 1948

Mass of the Holy
Ghost Today at 11

SU Barn Dance

4

Employment Office
Inaugurates New
Registration File
Mr. Robert Prenovost, director
announces that
all students desiring full or parttime employment must obtain a
registration card.

The opening spiritual activity of
the scholastic year, the Mass of
the Holy Ghost, will be celebratetd
today at 11:00 in St. James Cathedral by the Rev. Albert A. Le-

See Those Beards
A Growing!
Hear Those Cow Bells
Clanging!!

Father LemAeux will be the Rev.
Philip Sorreghan, S.J., deacon, and

Once again it's hoe-down time
at Seattle University, as plans for
the annual barn dance get under

of appointments,

mieux, S.J., President. Assisting

These cards may be obtained
from the office of the treasurer
upon the filing of a two-dollar

the Rev. Arthur Wharton, S.J.,

fee.

($2.00)

This fee, good for the entire
quarter, will be refunded or carried over for the next quarter if
no placement has been obtained
by the quarter's end.
Any student having filled out an
employment application card previously must also register with the
Treasurer's office and present this
card to the employment manager.
No placement can be made without a registration card on file in
the Appointments Office.
All students referred to prospective employers are requested
without fail to report back as soon
as possible to the office. This is
very important. Every effort will
be made to place all applicants in
suitable positions, and your cooperation will be appreciated.

From VETS' HALL
By JIM RYAN

Election of officers was the
keynote of the meeting held
in the newly redecorated
lounge.

Jim Ryan was elected president.
Joe Dahlem was the unanimous
choice for vice-president. The office of secretary was won by
George Thornton, a Tacoma boy
new to the campus this summer
quarter. Chosen to represent the
hall on theboard of the Scots Club
wasPaul Savage,Ralph Uphus and
Hal Wales. The participation of
Vets' Hallin the Community Chest
Drive was under the leadership of
Leo Schovaers and George Thornton. Posters advertising the Community Chest dance last Friday
were prominently displayed in the
Hall. Thorntonand Schovaers both
did an excellent job in gathering
contributions for the Chest.
Wednesday evening the residents
of the Hall were privileged to hear
a serenade by the Freshmen members of SarazinHall.Under the direction of their newly appointed
president,Irene Williams, the girls

Swing" committee members.
Evelyn Tronca, Ruth Kelly, Joanne Conrad; second
Tronca, chairman; Angelo Colasurda, Tom Shannon.

Pictured are Sodality "Fall

sub-deacon.
The sermon will be preached by
the Rev. Gerald Moore, curate of
Our Lady of Perpetual Help

Mary Gockel, Pat More, Mary Lou
Prasch, Joanne Richardson, Eileen Lee, Julie O'Brien, Ellen
O'Keefe, and Marilynn Mullins; Madelaine McGreal, co-chairman.

Coeds are: Mary Alice Blake,

Church, Everett.
Classes will be shortened to
allow students to attend.

HALL
COEDS To STAR ByCAMPION
NORMADEAN HOWELL

Community Chest AWSSU To Hold Fashion
Goal Attained Show at New Washington
Though the Community Chest
Drive is not concluded in the city,
Seattle University realizedits goal
last Friday. According to intake
by the percentage of girls from the
hall who collected the funds, Huber
was the winner. Campion Hall
secured the greatest amount of
money, while Sarazin, Bordeaux
and Mitchell aided greatly in attaining the goal.
Chairmen for the Halls were
Ruth Kelly, Huber; Charlotte He-

Bill Tronca, general chairman,
with the assistance of Tom Shanon and Ruth Kelly, has made plans
so that everyone will have an enjoyable time.
At a recent meeting of the FiEvelyn Tronca and Joane ConBoard, the annual appronancial
publicity.
charge
of
the
rad are in
were made. The new
priations
"Hope to see all of you there
program was
education
physical
15."
Friday night, October
meted out $17,000, which offers
bright hopes for an eventful sport
year. $10,000 was awarded to the
financial fund of the Aegis, and burling, Campion; Dorothy Myers,
to the Spectator. The re- Sarazin; Winnie McCarten, Bor$5,000
By DON PRITCHARD
maining $1,500 will be added to deaux; and Delores Sherman,
For the first time in the history to the general student body fund. Mitchell.
of McHugh Hall, a housemother This financial division was made
The "Surprise Mixer" given Frihas taken charge of the boys. Our on the basis of 2,300 paid student day night, augmented the total sum
housemother, Mrs. Laura Nims, is body fees for three quarters.
by approximately $200.
well qualified for her duties, havThe Community Chest Drive was
ing spent many years supervising
by the AWSSU and the
sponsored
boys and girls of various ages.
University. WorkIKs,
at
Seattle
Mrs. Nims has spent six years at
ing
on
committees
were Rosemaryorganizing
Students interestedin
the U. of Montana, and a year at
Marilley, Joe Mm
Barrett,
Jack
theU.of Oregon as a housemother; a photography club should contact phey, Pat Maloney, Jack Pain, and
nine years at North Central High Ray O. Gantz. It is necessary that
McMahon.
School, of Spokane, as a cafeteria a constitution be drawn up and Jack
manager; and four years in the submitted to the activities board.
Hawaiian Islands in charge of a
"This will be an active club, if
group of girls.
of you "candid kids" get behind
all
She has bright hopes for the us," stated Ray. "There are only
future of the Hall and already has two prerequisites, and they are
made several welcome additions enthusiastic participation and a
"
and repairs.
The organizational meeting of
camera of any type."
the
SeattleUniversity Physics Club
Elections were held at the Hall
The advantages of belonging to was held Tuesday, October 12, in
last week and the outcome was as
follows: Frank Loonam was elect- this organization are numerous. To room 22 (Physics Lecture). Many
have been Physics Majors attended including
ed president; Clinton Hattrup, state a few: Connections
secretary-treasurer;and Jack Mc- made with one of the photo a numberof Freshmen.
Mahon was chosen -as the athletic stores downtown and they will
provide a dark room, with
and social chairman.
printers, enlargers, dryers, and
other necessary materials for photographic work. They will also
provide members with a projection
room and any type of projector

ASSU NEWS

McHUGH HALL

Co-chairmen are Madeline McCreal and Marilynn Mullins. Shirley Hollihan is chairman of the
ticket committee, and Jackie Haw
heads the publicity commitee.

Have you-heard of one of the
new additions to the Seattle University campus? It is Huber Hall,
located at 620 33rd avenue. This
year it is the home of ten out-of-

town girls. Ithas been named after
the Hall's house parents, Mr. and

Reservations should be made by
Monday, October 20, at the A.W.
S.S.U. desk in the North Lounge.
Attendance is limited and it is
necessary to make reservations
well in advance. Tickets will be
$2.50 per person. This includes a
three -course dinner.

Mrs. Leo Huber.
The many social activities of
Seattle University has enlivened
the blossoming interestts of the
girls at Huber Hall. They have
very enthusiastically entered into
the "Red Feather spirit" by capturing many a penny for the Community Chest Drive. When the
girls are not busy on the campus
or with their books they may be
taking an excursion of Seattle or
even attempting to become professional bowlers.

This is an annual AWSSU project and every woman student
should cooperate with the organization and make an |ffort to attend.
Patronize Our Advertisers
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ther study among high school stuThe members of the Double dents who enter Seattle University
Quartet who will make their first as Home Economics majors," she
appearance at the Marine Hospital added in conclusion.

of the year.
Prizes will be awarded for the
most unique attire and also for
the longest beard. The round-up
promises a unique form of enter-

HUBER HALL

Physics Students
To Organize Club

Miss Simeon New
Home Ec Teacher

way. Farmhand Foremen Jack
Pain and Frank Murphy announce
that ye ole corral gate will be open
from 9 to 1:00 at- Shadow Lake,
Friday, October 29.
Plaid shirts, "jeans," corncob
pipes, girls embellished in pigtails,
boys smothered in beards, will all
be on hand for the first date dance

The opening of the hall Tuesday, September 29, found former
Campion girls in a.state of reminThe Windsor Room of the New escing and distributing warm and tainment during intermission, plus
Washington Hotel will be the friendly enthusiasm to the newplenty of fun for all.
scene of the annual banquet and comers.
The "Gentlemenof Rhythm," led
the
held
sponsored
by
The election of officers was
fashion show,
by two SeattleUniversity students,
Associated Women Students, Oc- Monday, October 4. An informal Ray
Siderius and Bob Moffett, will
meeting was conducted by our
tober 20 at 6:30 p.m.
provide
the music and lend atmospresident, Charlotte Helbling, in
The models chosen from S.U. which the following officers were phere as they parade as farmers
for the evening.
coeds will be Mary Alice Blake,
elected for the year. Vice president, Committee farmers and farmerMary Gockel, Joanne Richards,
Coririne Richley; secretary-treasEllen O'Keefe, Patricia More, Julia urer, Margie Lowrey; standards ettes will be announced at a later
O'Brien, Eileen Lee, Jeanne Marie committee, Nancy Moore, Jean date. They will be from the FreshMcAteer and Mary Lou Prasch. Warren, Rita Oczkewicz and Kaye man and Sophomore classes.
For a hot time in the old barn
These girls will model casual Klingele. Scots Club representanight, the price is only $1.50.
Hanscom's
that
Dorothy
clothes from
tives are Louise Abshire, Connie So, don your straw hats, overalls,
and afternoon and evening wear Krieger and Betty Simich.
and plaid shirts, grab your gals
from Actor's Apparel. Kathleen
and come to the annualFresh-Soph
Peck, of the Kathleen Peck Model
coBarn
Dance.
Agency, is again the fashion
ordinator for the function.

Camera Clubbers

.. .

...
. ..

First row:
row: Bill

The Sodality of Seattle University will present the "Fall
Fling" at Swedish Hall, 1627 Eighth Avenue. Dancing will
be between the hours of nine and twelve. It has been rumored
that there will be an orchestra present. It will be a "getacquainted" night, with fun and dancing for all, according
to the chairman, Bill Tronca. Angelo Colasurdo, the master
of ceremonies, has promised all a very fine evening.

melorendered several
dies. Their interpretation of "Roll
Out the Barrel" was especially
memorable.
Receiving a belated welcome
back to the Hall this week was Joe "The Home Economics course
Cornell, while we regretfully lost presents a broad field of study for
the popular "Chuck" Schuler, who every girl; there is a phase in every
major subject which should attract
has taken up quarters elsewhere.
new
interest," stated Miss Goldie
an
taking
Socially the Vets are
active part in the life of the cam- Simeon, Foods and Nutrition facpus. Noticed at the Freshman ulty member, in an interview
mixer were Lou Fiynn dancing up yesterday.
Miss Simeon, possessor of Bacha storm with Mary Kendrick
of Science and Master of
Moreland,
elor
and
Reifenrath
Jim
Dick
in earnest conversation with two Science degrees from the Univerlovely residents of Bordeaux Hall sity of Washington, is teaching her
Walt Webster and Carl Brenner, first quarter at Seattle University.
circulating through the side lines She is very interested in the stuFrank Perri gliding about the dent's viewpoint, and the individfloor with Dorothy Roberts
Leo ual attention given all members of
Schovaers introducing his partner her classes is evidence of her
concern.
to Bob Walsh.
"The need of food technologists
in the research work of nutrition
Double -Quartet Members and science should encourage furhaunting

Plans Progress
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BORDEAUX
HALL
By MARY ALICE COUGHLAN

Elections for Hall officers were
held, with the following results:
Polly Peiton, president;Marie Sullivan, vice president; Shirley Hollahan, secretary; and Rosie Brisati,
treasurer. Babs Pattenand Shirley
Hollahan were elected as Scots'
representatives.

Plans were made for an informal

house party to be held on Friday,
October 8, in Bordeaux Hall. It
was to be given in honor of the
new girls. The way things are
going now, this year will be quite
a year for Bordeaux Hall.
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needed. Free classes are offered

to the beginner and intermediate
photo student.
Keep your eye on the bulletin
boards for the latest developments.
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HILL TOP
BARBER SHOP
1018 Madison
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on October 18 are:

Sopranos: June Preston, Nancy

BROADWAY LAUNDERETTE

Moore.
Tenors: Bill Kirby, JimKaufer.
Altos: Mary Lou Prasch, Gloria
Torlie.
Basses: Paul Brown, Gene

Clothes Washed and Dried in One Hour
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304 BROADWAY NORTH

Brown.

director of
Francis
the orchestra, invites all musicians
to attendthe meeting held onMonday evening from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m.
Brass and reed instruments are
especially needed.
Armstrong,

HILL TOP
BEAUTY SHOP
1018 Madison

MAin 8718

Over 30 Years of
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Expert Watch Repairing
Guaranteed Work
Swiss and All American-Made Watches

H

FRANK KIEFNER
512 Broadway North

PRospect 4410

BON'S CAFE
Breakfasts, Lunches, Dinners
314

Broadway

No.

THESES & GENERAL
TYPING DONE
M. P. SCHULLER

Call KE. 4077

5-Point Cleaners
1112 Broadway
I
/f Nextdoor to Chieftain Fountain
Convenient Location

Quality Service
Copjrrifbc

ISMS, Lcctrr It Mruu Tosacco Co.
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